Liquid and Vacuum Pumps in the Process Industry
Areas of application

Liquid ring vacuum pumps

- Distillation and separation of liquid mixtures
- Recovery of condensates, e.g., solvents
- Drying of bulk solids, e.g., detergent, fertiliser, salts, plastic granulates, etc.
- Extraction of liquids, e.g., botanical extracts
- Manufacture of cosmetic products

Liquid pumps

- Tempering of chemical processes
- Heating and cooling technology
- Pumping of aggressive, highly flammable and toxic media
- Pumping of condensates, distillates and liquid gases
The chemistry is right with Speck

We are reliable partners

Speck has produced pumps for industry in Germany since 1909.

A strong customer focus, a high level of expertise, and the development of customised solutions are the main factors that set Speck apart.

As a family-run company, we think for the long term and continuously invest in our company.

Our company policy has led to above-average growth in recent decades and we have acquired the trust of our customers, who are active around the globe in many different sectors.

We are flexible

Our customers appreciate our ability to react quickly and flexibly to changing market requirements.

We develop customised solutions for them, researching to find new, economical, and innovative solutions in the process.

We react quickly to special requests because our high level of vertical integration makes us independent of suppliers.

Our wide, modular pump system and a material selection based on the application permit us to be flexible and reliable when adapting our products to customer requirements.

We are pleased to provide advice

Pump and system technology present complex challenges and as an expert point of contact, we support our customers in meeting them. In collaboration with customers, we select the ideal pump and specify the most suitable materials and sealing system.

We also provide advice for the optimal energy design of pumps and inform customers of the benefits of pump monitoring systems. Lifecycle cost estimates and compliance with legal requirements in the explosion-protection and TA Luft (Technical Instruction on Air Quality Control) areas round out our consulting programme.
Speck’s main facility in Roth
Design, engineering, production, assembly, and quality assurance on an area of 27,000 m²

In Roth, over 420 qualified employees manufacture around 200,000 pumps per year.

Our main facility encompasses a total building area of 27,000 square metres containing a modern machine park and high-performance systems.

In two production halls with a total area of 12,000 m², we use over 70 modern CNC machines and processing centres to manufacture high-quality pump parts.

In the 9,000 m² assembly hall, pumps and units weighing from 700 g to 1.5 t are assembled and tested.

To assist us in our work, computer-controlled, fully automated test rigs for vacuum and liquid pumps and a thermal oil test rig for temperatures up to 350 °C are available.

In 2017, we invested in a state-of-the-art logistics hall with a total area of 3,400 m² and an extensive computer-controlled small parts warehouse to improve our reaction time to customer requirements.

Speck sets high standards for its own quality management processes and is certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001.

Production facilities abroad: Own factory in China since 2005. Around 100 employees produce industrial pumps on an area of 10,000 m² for the Asian market according to European quality standards there. Plus Speck has sales companies in France, Switzerland, Spain, Thailand, Taiwan, the United States of America, Australia, and Japan.

Worldwide, around 560 employees work for Speck.
Broad product range for individual solutions

Flexibility thanks to modular systems, variant diversity, and customised designs

Modular systems
To quickly and flexibly react to individual customer requirements, we have designed our liquid pumps and vacuum pumps as a modular system with high variant diversity.

In this way, we are able to offer pumps with the same output capacity in a variety of versions. For example, as a close-coupled pump, base plate pump, or in the lantern bracket version; with a volute or inline casing; and with a magnetic coupling or mechanical seal.

Liquid ring vacuum pumps
We have a total of eight vacuum pump series with one and two stages in our range. Our new VHC base plate pump series was engineered with customer requirements in mind and sets new standards for individual configuration, reliability, and service-friendliness.

Side channel pumps
We have two side channel pump series in our range: series SK according to EN 734 and series ASK with NPSH inducer stage. For magnetic coupling versions, we offer the SK series with clockwise rotation and counter-clockwise rotation. And the SK is available as a compact pump with a lantern bracket, i.e., without a base plate.

Centrifugal pumps
The centrifugal pumps from our extensive TOE modular system are available as heat transfer pumps up to 350 °C (TOEG and TOEM) or up to 430 °C (TOEMH).

Customised solutions
We also engineer customer-specific solutions and when working on further and new developments, have the output capacity and connecting dimensions typical of the industry in mind.

Application-specific pumps
ATEX, TA Luft, and media such as acids, alkaline solutions, hydrocarbons, glycol, and glycerine present special requirements for pumps. In collaboration with customers, we specify the most suitable materials and sealing system.

Casing materials and seals
We offer casings made of stainless steel, spherical graphite cast iron, cast steel and upon request, special alloys as well. We supply variable or casing seals according to customer specifications in a variety of materials. Static seals optionally in PTFE round section or liquid seal.

Magnetic couplings
We manufacture our magnetic drives in-house. The start-up safety device and flushing bores used in our SmCo magnetic couplings ensure optimal separating can and shaft bearing cooling by the media to be pumped. The standard material for separating cans is 1.4571 stainless steel. And we also offer separating cans made of Hastelloy®, high-performance ceramic (ZrO2-MgO) and the high-performance plastics PEEK and PPS.

A wide range of sizes permits optimal energy design based on operating and working conditions.

Mechanical seals
Our pumps are available with single-acting and double-acting mechanical seals, and cartridge seals as well. Flushing bores in the casings ensure the optimal cooling and lubrication of the mechanical seals, extending their service life as a result. Seals with sealing media and thermosiphonic systems are also available. The materials we use for the slide rings include A carbon, B carbon, SiC, Cr steel, and stainless steel. O-rings made of FKM, EPDM, FFKM and NBR are available.

Customised solutions
We developed the innovative ChemT AL liquid ring vacuum pump for the chemical industry. It is a technically sealed pump that guarantees maximum availability and reliability thanks to its sealing system → page 7

Vacuum pumps
Close-coupled and base plate pumps
» Up to 1600/1700 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
» Up to 33 mbar abs.
» With gas ejector up to 5 mbar
» With mechanical seals or magnetic coupling

Side channel pumps
According to EN 734 or with NPSH inducer stage
» Up to 35/42 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
» Up to 320/400 m (50/60 Hz)
» Media from -100 °C to +350 °C
» PN 40
» With mechanical seals or magnetic coupling

Centrifugal pumps
Volute and inline casing pumps
» Up to 550/460 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
» Up to 100 m (50/60 Hz)
» Media from -100 °C to +400 °C
» With mechanical seals or magnetic coupling

Horizontal section-type pumps
» Up to 110/125 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
» Up to 600/400 m (50/60 Hz)
» Up to PN 63
» With mechanical seal

Regenerative turbine pumps
Close-coupled pumps with magnetic coupling
» Up to 200 l/min respectively 12 m³/h (50/60Hz)
» Up to 90 m
» Media from -100 °C to +350 °C
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Magnetic coupling design

Reliability and low power consumption thanks to optimal size, material selection, and design

Magnetic couplings are used ever more frequently due to their high reliability and freedom from maintenance.

In our magnetic couplings, flushing bores ensure that the separating can and shaft bearings are cooled by the media to be pumped. And start-up safety devices prevent sparks and metallic separating can breakage. The size and material also play key roles when it comes to economical, safe design.

Dimensioning key for energy optimisation

The right combination of size and magnetic coupling diameter has a direct effect on power consumption, which is why we have developed a wide, finely graduated range of magnetic couplings.

This enables us to provide you with a design with the optimal power for your operating conditions and operating point.

Magnetic couplings with five separating can diameters of DN 60 to DN 165 and nine magnet lengths ranging from 40 mm to 120 mm with which torques of 10 Nm to 500 Nm can be transmitted are available.

In our magnetic couplings, flushing bores ensure that the separating can and shaft bearings are cooled by the media to be pumped. And start-up safety devices prevent sparks and metallic separating can breakage. The size and material also play key roles when it comes to economical, safe design.

Dimensioning key for energy optimisation

The right combination of size and magnetic coupling diameter has a direct effect on power consumption, which is why we have developed a wide, finely graduated range of magnetic couplings.

This enables us to provide you with a design with the optimal power for your operating conditions and operating point.

Magnetic couplings with five separating can diameters of DN 60 to DN 165 and nine magnet lengths ranging from 40 mm to 120 mm with which torques of 10 Nm to 500 Nm can be transmitted are available.

Stainless steel 1.4571, Hastelloy®, ceramic, PEEK and PPS

Depending on customer requirements, we can supply magnetic couplings with separating cans in a variety of materials.

Hastelloy® C4 has high media resistance, permitting pressure of up to PN 100 and temperatures of up to 350 °C.

High-quality ceramic separating cans made of ZrO2MgO up to PN 40 are available at Speck. They permit temperatures of up to 400 °C, prevent eddy current loss and avoid additional energy input into the medium. With an electrically conductive coating, they also fulfill ATEX requirements. Ceramic separating cans are available for liquid pumps and the ChemT AL vacuum pump.

Separating cans made of PEEK or PPS high-performance plastic are suitable for temperatures up to 130 °C. As with ceramic separating cans, they prevent eddy current loss and heat input into the medium. With an electrically conductive coating, they also fulfill ATEX requirements.

PEEK and PPS separating cans in dry-running couplings are also ideal for use with critical media and processes such as in the VHCM/ChemT AL series specially developed for the chemical industry. For more information, see pages 7 and 11.

Eddy current loss and heat input

The magnetic fields of the magnetic coupling generate eddy currents in the separating can. The energy this consumes is directly input into the medium as heat, which can be critical in the cases of ATEX applications and media near vapour pressure. At the same time, eddy current loss also increases the pump’s total energy requirement.

The formula demonstrates that the diameter of the magnetic coupling creates eddy current loss PW in the third power and therefore has a significant impact. In other words, magnetic couplings with small diameters and longer magnets are the better choice for saving energy. When magnetic couplings are too large, energy consumption increases. However, the specific electrical resistance of the separating can material has an even more pronounced effect on the level of eddy current loss. For Hastelloy® C4 in comparison to stainless steel 1.4571 it equals only 60% and is negligible for PEEK, PPS and ceramic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Spec. electr. resistance W in Ω mm²/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4571</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hastelloy® C4</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEK/PPS</td>
<td>&gt; 10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic (ZrO2MgO)</td>
<td>&gt; 10¹²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pump monitoring
Higher reliability and longer maintenance intervals

Pump monitoring has many benefits to operators. It means greater reliability because impermissible process conditions can be detected immediately or early on. And it ensures high system availability thanks to the early detection of wear, permitting the proactive planning of maintenance intervals. Upon customer request, we supply a range of monitoring sensors that can be combined with each other.

ATEX and TA Luft
Reliable solutions for critical applications

For toxic, flammable, and explosive media, we configure our pumps such that they reliably fulfill the legal requirements for TA Luft and the explosion protection regulations.

Synthesis of design solutions
The synthesis of various design solutions in our products ensures that they fulfill all legal requirements. This includes technically sealed pumps, magnetic couplings with start-up safety devices and flushing bores, monitoring systems for separating cans and bearings, inerting equipment, and other components.

VHCM/ChemTAL special development
The special liquid ring vacuum pump developed for the chemical industry is an excellent example. In it, we combined a technically sealed pump with mechanical seals and a dry-running magnetic coupling. The completely sealed pump ensures high operational reliability in conjunction with pump monitoring systems.

ATEX
Our pumps are certified as follows:
» Liquid pumps with mechanical seal: ATEX II 2G
» Liquid pumps with magnetic coupling: ATEX II 2G
» Vacuum close-coupled pumps: ATEX 2G/2G, 2G/2D
» Vacuum pumps with base plates: ATEX 1G (+H2)/2G, 2G/2G, 2G/2D

Cutaway model of a TOEH heat transfer pump for media up to 400 °C
1 PT 100 temperature sensor - here at bearing bracket and at the bracket on other pumps
2 Leak sensor at the lowest point of the bracket
3 Vibration sensor
4 Leak outlet (pipe) at the lowest point of the bracket

Temperature monitoring for separating cans
The PT 100 temperature sensor monitors the exterior temperature of the separating can for pumps with metal separating cans. For pumps with ceramic separating cans (TOEMH), it monitors the medium temperature of sleeve bearings lubricated with medium. This sensor is available in a standard version or ATEX certified with or without SIL/IPL2 certification.

Leak monitoring for separating cans in liquid pumps
The leak sensor at the lowest point of the bracket guarantees an immediate reaction in the event of separating can breakage. In addition, a leak outlet can be connected to safely drain the leak from the bracket.

Monitoring of bearings
Vibration sensors for detecting wear in roller and sleeve bearings are also available.

Monitoring of mechanical seals
We offer systems for the continuous leak monitoring of mechanical seals for some pumps. They enable users to detect mechanical seal failure early on.

VHCM (ChemTAL) liquid ring vacuum pump as per TA Luft with a pump monitoring system used for solvent recovery.
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Pump configuration with software

Perfect for production engineers and plant planners – liquid pump configuration with SPAIX

We make SPAIX available to our authorised customers so they can configure and pre-select centrifugal and side channel pumps.

The web-based software accesses a continuously maintained database to offer a variety of selection parameters for design, sealing systems, hydraulic systems, operating conditions and media. Users can select either German or English as the language.

Production engineers and plant planners can use SPAIX to design new plants.

After consultation with Speck, users can also check currently installed pumps for which the plant parameters have changed, for example, after medium changeover or new operating conditions.

Executed configurations can be saved as a project and exported as a PDF with one click. The PDF files contain a technical data sheet, a dimensional drawing and characteristic curves with power consumption and NPSH values.

When the order is received, Speck also checks the customer's pre-selections to ensure that the project requirements have been satisfied.

Pump lifecycle costs

Energy costs make up the largest portion

Until a pump is finally replaced, the greatest portion of the costs is generated during operation. This is why consultation during procurement is very important. We are pleased to support our customers in the configuration and determination of the lifecycle costs of energy-efficient, maintenance-friendly pumps.

The most important costs of a pump over the entire lifecycle.

![Pump lifecycle costs](image)

Pump lifecycle costs (LCC)

- Procurement costs
- Maintenance and repair costs
- Production downtime costs
- Environmental protection costs
- Decommissioning costs
- Energy costs

Approx. 10% procurement costs
Approx. 20% maintenance costs
Approx. 70% energy costs

Simple documentation with one click – characteristic curve from SPAIX. Dimensional drawings and technical data sheets are created just as quickly.
Quality assurance and tests
Modern, fully automated and computer-controlled test rigs in the Speck plant

At our main plant in Roth, we have invested in modern, high-performance and fully automated computer-controlled test rigs for liquid and vacuum pumps.

With the test rigs for liquid pumps, measurements with total heads of up to 400 m and flow rates of up to 750 m³/h can be taken. On the thermal test rig, we can carry out tests up to 350 °C.

For liquid ring vacuum pumps, tests with suction pressure of up to 5 mbar and suction capacity of up to 2,000 m³/h are possible.

Standard tests

Hydraulic tests for vacuum pumps
The characteristic curves are measured with water at nominal speeds as per DIN 28431. The suction capacity tolerance is -10%, that of the required output is +10%. For deviating operating conditions (e.g., deviating data of the gas or operating liquid to be pumped, liquid carry over, pumping of gas-vapour mixtures), the characteristic curves will change.

Gas pressure test for liquid pumps
The gas pressure test is used to document that the components are not leaking. All components to which pressure is applied, such as pressure and suction casings, variable seals and mechanical seal casings are tested. The test is carried out with forming gas.

Hydrostatic pressure test
The hydrostatic pressure test is used to prove strength of the components and that the pump is not leaking. The fully assembled pump is tested. If pressure tests according to other criteria are required, they must be listed in the enquiry.

Tests according to customer specifications

Hydraulic tests for liquid pumps
Measurements of centrifugal pumps as per EN ISO 9906, class II, acceptance class 2B, March 2013 edition. For all other liquid pumps, the characteristic curves for pumping water with a temperature of 20 °C at nominal speed apply.

NPSH test for liquid pumps
In this test, the suction-side pressure is gradually reduced until the decrease in the total head reaches 3% at a constant flow. At least four flows are evaluated that are spread appropriately over the permitted operating area.

Vibration measurement
Vibration measurement as per EN ISO 5199, 2002 edition – The vibration values are determined radially and vertically at the bearing casing for each measured operating point at nominal speed.

Temperature measurement
The temperature is measured at the bearing at operating temperature. The operating temperature and the ambient temperature at each measured operating point are documented.

Noise measurement
Extent and procedure in coordination with the customer.
Liquid ring vacuum pumps with mechanical seal and magnetic coupling

Speck offers a total of 8 different series, each with its own product features and benefits.

**Features and benefits**
- Can be used universally for compressing practically all gases and vapours
- Constant suction performance for different applications
- Liquid carry over at a constant vacuum
- Carry over of non-abrasive solids such as powder or dusts to a limited extent
- Pumping explosive gases, e.g., hydrogen or flammable and toxic media
- Oil-free vacuum generation, i.e., no oil in the medium or in the exhaust air
- Use of condensed process medium as the operating liquid
- Optional pump monitoring (sensors) available

**Liquid ring vacuum pumps with mechanical seal and magnetic coupling**

**Series V**
- Single-stage close-coupled pumps with mechanical seal

**Performance range**
- Up to 370/445 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
- Up to 33 mbar abs.
- With gas ejector up to 5 mbar abs.

**Design**
- Modular system with 9 sizes
- Stainless steel, grey cast iron, non-ferrous metal
- With flap valves made of PTFE
- Single-acting mechanical seal

**Product benefits**
- ATEX 2G/2G, 2G/2D
- Can be used universally
- Durable, proven technology

**Series VG**
- Single-stage close-coupled pumps with mechanical seal

**Performance range**
- Up to 200/245 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
- Up to 40 mbar abs.

**Design**
- Modular system with 6 sizes
- Stainless steel
- Valve-free
- Single-acting mechanical seal

**Product benefits**
- ATEX 2G/2G, 2G/2D
- Thread and flange versions available
- Virtually free of dead space for fewer deposits
- Durable, proven technology

**Series VU**
- Single-stage base plate pumps with mechanical seal or with magnetic coupling upon request

**Performance range**
- Up to 1550/1900 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
- Up to 120 mbar abs.

**Design**
- Modular system with 12 sizes
- Stainless steel, grey cast iron, non-ferrous metal
- Some with flap valves made of PTFE
- Single-acting or double-acting mechanical seal
- Magnetic coupling upon request

**Product benefits**
- ATEX 1G (+H2)/2G, 2G/2D and TA Luft
- Pumping explosive gases, e.g., hydrogen or flammable and toxic media
- Oil-free vacuum generation, i.e., no oil in the medium or in the exhaust air
- Use of condensed process medium as the operating liquid
- Optional pump monitoring (sensors) available
Plant construction and vacuum systems

Series VZ

Two-stage pumps with and without base plate, with mechanical seal or magnetic coupling

Performance range
- Up to 185/220 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
- Up to 33 mbar abs.
- With gas ejector up to 5 mbar abs.

Design
- Modular system with 5 sizes
- Stainless steel, grey cast iron, non-ferrous metal
- Valve-free
- Single-acting or double-acting mechanical seals
- Magnetic coupling

Product benefits
- ATEX 1G (+H2)/2G, 2G/2G, 2G/2D and TA Luft
- Durable, low-noise technology

Series VHC/VHCM

Two-stage base plate pump with mechanical seal (VHC) or magnetic coupling (VHCM/ChemTAL)

Performance range
- Up to 1600/1700 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
- Up to 33 mbar abs.
- With gas ejector up to 5 mbar abs.

Design
- Modular system with 11 sizes
- Stainless steel, grey cast iron or special alloys
- Valve-free
- VHC: Single-acting or double-acting mechanical seals
- VHCM/ChemTAL: Combination of mechanical seals and dry-running magnetic coupling with PEEK or ceramic separating can

Product benefits
- ATEX 1G (+H2)/2G, 2G/2G, 2G/2D and TA Luft
- Reliable and service-friendly

Typical applications
- Distillation and separation of liquid mixtures
- Recovery of condensates, e.g., solvents
- Drying of bulk solids, e.g., detergent, fertiliser, salts, etc.
- Extruder degasification in the plastics industry
- Vacuum generation in evaporation plants

Plant construction and vacuum systems

Plants for the chemical industry according to the highest global industry standards

One of Speck’s well-known partner companies is responsible for the design and project planning of ready-to-connect vacuum systems for special process industry applications.

For example:
- Vacuum supply plant with four magnetic-coupled liquid ring vacuum pumps that are controlled on four different pressure levels.
- Including liquid separator, heat exchanger, measurement and control technology.
- Use of type VHCM/ChemTAL stainless steel pumps from Speck with solvent-resistant seal materials

Benefits
- Design as per TA Luft
- ATEX to Zone 0 and temperature class T6
- Customers benefit from Speck’s expertise and its collaboration with partner companies

Applies for all series:
- Operating liquid up to 80 °C
- Gas to be extracted:
  - Dry up to 200 °C
  - Saturated up to 100 °C

Plant construction and vacuum systems

Typical applications
- Distillation and separation of liquid mixtures
- Recovery of condensates, e.g., solvents
- Drying of bulk solids, e.g., detergent, fertiliser, salts, etc.
- Extruder degasification in the plastics industry
- Vacuum generation in evaporation plants

Liquid and vacuum pumps in the process industry | Subject to technical modifications and error.
Side channel pumps with mechanical seal and magnetic coupling

With its well-planned SK/ASK modular system, Speck offers side channel pumps in a wide range of variants.

Features and benefits
• Suitable for pure liquids without abrasive contaminants or solid content
• Ideal for pumping, filling and draining under difficult physical conditions
• Also transports gas and is self-priming
• Higher total heads and higher pressures thanks to multi-stage versions
• Steep characteristic curves for excellent control
• Optional pump monitoring (sensors) available

Series SKG-LL
Side channel pumps with mechanical seal

Performance range (1-8 stages)
• Up to 320/400 m and 35/42 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
• Media up to 180 °C
• PN 40

Design
• Single-acting mechanical seal
• 2 rolling bearings (outside)
• Base plate
• Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel/bronze
• Casing and hydraulics as per EN 734

Product benefits
• ATEX II 2G
• Proven pump with universal applications
• Left and right direction of rotation available

Series SKG-LO
Side channel pumps with mechanical seal

Performance range (1-8 stages)
• Up to 320/400 m and 35/42 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
• Media up to 180 °C
• PN 40

Design
• Single-acting or double-acting mechanical seal
• 1 rolling bearing (outside) and 1 sleeve bearing (inside)
• Base plate
• Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel/bronze
• Casing and hydraulics as per EN 734

Product benefits
• ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
• Proven pump with universal applications
• Left and right direction of rotation available

Series SKG-LA
Side channel pumps with mechanical seal

Performance range (1-3 stages)
• Up to 120/175 m and 35/42 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
• Media up to 180 °C
• PN 40

Design
• Single-acting or double-acting mechanical seal
• 1 rolling bearing (outside) and 1 sleeve bearing (inside)
• Bracket version
• Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel/bronze
• Casing and hydraulics as per EN 734

Product benefits
• ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
• Proven pump with universal applications
• Left and right direction of rotation available
• Compact
**Series ASKG**

**Side channel pumps with mechanical seal**

**Performance range (1-8 stages)**
- Up to 320/400 m and 35/42 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
- Media up to 180 °C
- PN 40

**Design**
- Single-acting or double-acting mechanical seal
- 1 rolling bearing (outside) and 1 sleeve bearing (inside)
- Base plate
- Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel/bronze

**Product benefits**
- ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
- Suitable for pumping under physically unfavourable suction-side conditions
- Suitable for pumping close to the boiling point

**Series SKM**

**Side channel pumps with magnetic coupling**

**Performance range (1-8 stages)**
- Up to 320/400 m and 35/42 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
- Media from -100 °C to +350 °C (depending on materials and version)
- PN 40

**Design**
- Magnetic coupling
- 2 sleeve bearings (inside)
- Base plate
- Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel/bronze
- Casing and hydraulics as per EN 734

**Product benefits**
- ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
- Magnetic coupling with start-up safety device
- Proven pump with universal applications
- Left and right direction of rotation available

**Series ASKM**

**Side channel pumps with magnetic coupling**

**Performance range (1-8 stages)**
- Up to 320/400 m and 35/42 m³/h (50/60 Hz)
- Media from -100 °C to +350 °C (depending on materials and version)
- PN 40

**Design**
- Magnetic coupling
- 2 sleeve bearings (inside)
- Base plate
- Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel/bronze

**Product benefits**
- ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
- Magnetic coupling with start-up safety device
- Suitable for pumping under physically unfavourable suction-side conditions
- Suitable for pumping close to the boiling point

**Typical applications**
- Pumping of aggressive, highly flammable and toxic media
- Recovery of condensates, e.g., solvents
- Pumping of condensates, distillates, liquid gases and low-boilers

**Graphs**

- Graphs showing Q [m³/h] vs. H [m] for series ASKG, SKM, and ASKM with different line options (1450 line, 1750 line).
Centrifugal pumps with magnetic coupling (heat transfer pumps)

Speck is your expert point of contact for the optimal, energy-efficient and safe design of pumps with magnetic couplings.

In its TOE modular system, Speck offers centrifugal pumps with a wide range of variants.

Features and benefits of the TOEM series
- Suitable for pure liquids without abrasive contaminants or solid content
- Centrifugal pumps are particularly well suited for high flow rates at relatively low pressures or total heads
- Wear-resistant SiC sleeve bearings
- Low axial thrust thanks to impellers with back vanes

Series TOEMN
Centrifugal pumps with magnetic coupling
Base plate version

Performance range
- Up to 540/460 m³/h and 100 m (50/60 Hz)
- Spheroidal graphite iron version:
  - Thermal oil - 40 °C to + 350 °C
- Stainless steel version:
  - Thermal oil - 100 °C to + 250 °C
- PN 16

Design
- Magnetic coupling
- Volute casing (EN 733)
- Bearing bracket with base plate
- Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel

Product benefits
- ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
- Bearing cooling via fan blade on shaft
- For larger sizes, balanced sleeve bearing and coupling thanks to centreline mounting and double volute

Series TOEMA
Centrifugal pumps with magnetic coupling
Bracket version

Performance range
- Up to 540/460 m³/h and 100 m (50/60 Hz)
- Spheroidal graphite iron version:
  - Thermal oil - 40 °C to + 350 °C
- Stainless steel version:
  - Thermal oil - 100 °C to + 250 °C
- PN 16

Design
- Magnetic coupling
- Volute casing (EN 733)
- Bracket version with optional base plate
- Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel

Product benefits
- ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
- For larger sizes, balanced sleeve bearing and coupling thanks to centreline mounting and double volute

Series TOEMI
Centrifugal pumps with magnetic coupling
Inline version

Performance range
- Up to 90/110 m³/h and 60/85 m (50/60 Hz)
- Spheroidal graphite iron version:
  - Thermal oil - 40 °C to + 350 °C
- PN 16

Design
- Magnetic coupling
- Inline casing
- Bracket version
- Spheroidal graphite cast iron

Product benefits
- ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
- Horizontal or vertical installation

Features and benefits of the TOEM series
- Suitable for pure liquids without abrasive contaminants or solid content
- Centrifugal pumps are particularly well suited for high flow rates at relatively low pressures or total heads
- Wear-resistant SiC sleeve bearings
- Low axial thrust thanks to impellers with back vanes

Series TOEMN
Centrifugal pumps with magnetic coupling
Base plate version

Performance range
- Up to 540/460 m³/h and 100 m (50/60 Hz)
- Spheroidal graphite iron version:
  - Thermal oil - 40 °C to + 350 °C
- Stainless steel version:
  - Thermal oil - 100 °C to + 250 °C
- PN 16

Design
- Magnetic coupling
- Volute casing (EN 733)
- Bearing bracket with base plate
- Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel

Product benefits
- ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
- Bearing cooling via fan blade on shaft
- For larger sizes, balanced sleeve bearing and coupling thanks to centreline mounting and double volute

Series TOEMA
Centrifugal pumps with magnetic coupling
Bracket version

Performance range
- Up to 540/460 m³/h and 100 m (50/60 Hz)
- Spheroidal graphite iron version:
  - Thermal oil - 40 °C to + 350 °C
- Stainless steel version:
  - Thermal oil - 100 °C to + 250 °C
- PN 16

Design
- Magnetic coupling
- Volute casing (EN 733)
- Bracket version with optional base plate
- Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel

Product benefits
- ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
- For larger sizes, balanced sleeve bearing and coupling thanks to centreline mounting and double volute

Series TOEMI
Centrifugal pumps with magnetic coupling
Inline version

Performance range
- Up to 90/110 m³/h and 60/85 m (50/60 Hz)
- Spheroidal graphite iron version:
  - Thermal oil - 40 °C to + 350 °C
- PN 16

Design
- Magnetic coupling
- Inline casing
- Bracket version
- Spheroidal graphite cast iron

Product benefits
- ATEX II 2G and TA Luft
- Horizontal or vertical installation
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The document discusses regenerative turbine pumps with magnetic coupling, specifically focusing on the Series TOEMH and Series NPY-, AY- and CY-...-MK. The Series TOEMH is highlighted as a heat transfer pump with magnetic coupling suitable for media up to 400 °C. Its performance range includes up to 175/185 m³/h and 100 m (50 Hz), with capacities for oil/media max. 400 °C, e.g., Therminol VP1, Dowtherm A or Syltherm 800. The design includes magnetic coupling with ceramic separating can, volute casing (EN 733), combined bearing bracket/lantern bracket version, and cast steel.

The Series NPY-, AY- and CY-...-MK is noted for its regenerative turbine pumps with magnetic coupling. Its performance range is up to 200 l/min respectively 12 m³/h and 90 m (50/60 Hz) for media from -100 °C to +350 °C. The design features a magnetic coupling, close-coupled design, stainless steel, spheroidal graphite cast iron and special alloys, thread and SAE connections.

Product benefits include ATEX II 2G and TA Luft, ideal for high pressures and/or total heads at relatively low flow rates, suitable for clear or cloudy liquids with cinematic viscosity of up to 100 mm²/s without abrasive contaminants or solid content, significantly smaller dimensions in comparison to centrifugal pumps, suitable for the delivery of gas shares, pulsation-free pumping, reversible, i.e., it is possible to change the pumping direction, and stable characteristic curves, even in varying operating states.

Speck is mentioned as one of the most innovative providers of regenerative turbine pumps in the world and has decades of experience in developing and manufacturing these pumps.
Centrifugal pumps with mechanical seal (heat transfer pumps)

In its TOE modular system, Speck offers centrifugal pumps with a wide range of variants.

Features and benefits
» Suitable for pure liquids without abrasive contaminants or solid content
» Centrifugal pumps are particularly well suited for high flow rates at relatively low pressures or total heads
» Wear-resistant SiC sleeve bearings

» Low axial thrust thanks to impellers with back vanes
» At a fixed speed, operating point adjustment by changing the impeller diameter
» Optional pump monitoring (sensors) available

Series TOEGN
Centrifugal pumps with mechanical seal - base plate version

Performance range
» Up to 540/460 m³/h and 100 m (50/60 Hz)
» Water up to 160 °C (up to 180 °C upon request)
» Thermal oil up to 350 °C
» PN 16

Design
» Single-acting mechanical seal (not cooled)
» Volute casing (EN 733)
» Bearing bracket with base plate
» Spheroidal graphite cast iron

Product benefits
» ATEX II 2G
» Resistant to low-boilers
» Bearing cooling via cooling fin and fan blade on shaft
» For larger sizes, balanced sleeve bearing and coupling thanks to centred housing suspension and double volute

Series TOEGA
Centrifugal pumps with mechanical seal - bracket version

Performance range
» Up to 540/460 m³/h and 100 m (50/60 Hz)
» Water up to 160 °C (up to 180 °C upon request)
» Thermal oil up to 350 °C
» PN 16

Design
» Single-acting mechanical seal (not cooled)
» Volute casing (EN 733)
» Bracket version with optional base plate
» Spheroidal graphite cast iron

Product benefits
» ATEX II 2G
» Resistant to low-boilers
» Bearing cooling via cooling fin and fan blade on shaft
» For larger sizes, balanced sleeve bearing and coupling thanks to centred housing suspension and double volute

» Low axial thrust thanks to impellers with back vanes
» At a fixed speed, operating point adjustment by changing the impeller diameter
» Optional pump monitoring (sensors) available

Series TOEGI
Centrifugal pumps with mechanical seal - inline version

Performance range
» Up to 90/110 m³/h and 60/85 m (50/60 Hz)
» Water up to 160 °C (up to 180 °C upon request)
» Thermal oil up to 350 °C
» PN 16

Design
» Single-acting mechanical seal (not cooled)
» Inline casing
» Bracket version
» Spheroidal graphite cast iron/stainless steel
» Thermal oil version: Horizontal or vertical installation
» Hot water version: Horizontal installation

Product benefits
» ATEX II 2G
» Resistant to low-boilers
» Bearing cooling via cooling fin and fan blade on shaft

» Low axial thrust thanks to impellers with back vanes
» At a fixed speed, operating point adjustment by changing the impeller diameter
» Optional pump monitoring (sensors) available
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Centrifugal pumps with mechanical seal

Series KNV
Centrifugal pumps with mechanical seal - stainless steel version

Performance range
- Up to 170/185 m³/h and 60/85 m (50/60 Hz)
- Water up to 160 °C
- Thermal oil up to 200 °C
- PN 16

Design
- Single-acting mechanical seal
- Volute casing (EN 733)
- Bearing bracket with base plate
- Stainless steel

Product benefits
- Pump casing is part of the TOE modular system
- Short

Series KNG
Centrifugal pumps with mechanical seal - spheroidal graphite cast iron version

Performance range
- Up to 180/210 m³/h and 100 m (50/60 Hz)
- Water up to 160 °C
- Oil up to 200 °C
- PN 16

Design
- Single-acting mechanical seal
- Volute casing (EN 733)
- Bearing bracket with base plate
- Spheroidal graphite cast iron

Product benefits
- Pump casing is part of the TOE modular system
- Short

Boiler feed pumps

Series ES
Multi-stage horizontal boiler feed pump with mechanical seal

Performance range
- Up to 110/125 m³/h and 400/600 m (50 Hz)
- Media up to 120 °C
- PN 40 and PN 63

Design
- Multi-stage centrifugal pump
- Single-acting mechanical seal or packing gland
- Grey cast iron/spheroidal graphite cast iron

Product benefits
- Pump for high nominal pressures and large volumes
- Durable design
- Long service life and low maintenance costs
- High operational safety